
Competitions Secretary Report for July2020 meeting 

The online events have continued to be popular 

The 10am event attracting:     The NGS7 & below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week number along bottom (Week 1 = 18th April, week 7 = 30th May when NGS7 & below started). 

I expect we will get fewer tables over the summer. The directing has been shared between Paul Gibbons, Sharon 

Baynes, Mike Hampton and myself. Many thanks to them and for Paul managing the checking of NGS. 

I suggest we continue these weekly until the main one has 2 weeks below 12 tables, and the NGS7 one two weeks 

below 9 tables. Then perhaps one a month? 

The income in July/August is changing to 60-40 split with BBO (so £3.80 per table income – covers a £45 TD fee with 12+ 

tables). From September changing to 50-50 split with BBO   (so £2.90 per table income – covers a £45 TD fee with 16 

tables).  

 

2020-2021 Competition Dates:  

I suggest we run these online, usual 11am start: 

 

Sat 5th or Sunday 6th Larsky Final carried forward from March (the original date was a Saturday, so perhaps we should go 

for that?). Two sessions – 26 boards, then 24 boards. 

 

Sun 11th October, Dyer Smith Mixed Pairs.   40 boards with 45 min break after 20. 

Sat 31st October, Green Pointed Swiss Pairs – maximum 49 tables, actually Danish. 7 x 6 board matches 

Sun 1st November, Green Pointed Swiss Teams, 7 x 6 board matches. 

Sun 1ST November, Really Easy Pairs,   24 boards    [OR Saturday 31st Ocotber] 

Sun 10th January, Mens & Ladies Pairs, each 40 boards with 45 min break after 20 

 

Leave decision on Corbett until September meeting. 

We need to decide how to play  

• The Arnold Cup and Plate final matches, this being an on-going unfinished competition 

& whether to start these competitions again in September. Views 
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SUGGESTED ENTRY FEES & PRIZES FOR ONLINE SUNDAY / SPECIAL EVENTS 

If we keep prize money the same as if played face to face….   I’ve assumed MP fee is 40p per person per 

session for normal local points,    £2 per person per event for Green Pointed. 

 

LARSKY 

If we charged $3 per player through BBO & If we additionally charged £10 per player to the KCBA Account, this is similar 

to £13 per person. Then income and expenditure is (breaking even) 

 INCOME    COSTS    

BBO 52 players x £1.125 £58.50  TD   £90.00 

Kent 52 players x £10 £520.00  MP Fee   £20.80 

  TOTAL £578.50 
Per 
person Prizes 

(£100, £75, £50, 
£25) £500.00 

    (Similar to 8 x £58 per person = £464)  

       TOTAL £610.80 
 

DYER SMITH 

If we charged $3 per player through BBO & If we additionally charged £5 per player to the KCBA Account, this is £7.50 

per person compared to the normal £13. Then income and expenditure is (making profit) 

 INCOME    COSTS    

BBO $3 60 players x £1.125 £67.50  TD   £90.00 

Kent 60 players x £5 £300.00  MP Fee   £12.00 

  TOTAL £367.50 Per pair Prizes (£60, £40, £20) £120.00 

       TOTAL £222.00 

         

 INCOME    COSTS    

BBO $3 80 players x £1.125 £90.00  TD   £90.00 

Kent 80 players x £5 £400.00  MP Fee   £12.00 

  TOTAL £490.00 Per pair Prizes 
(£80, £60, £40, 
£20) £200.00 

       TOTAL £302.00 

 

The alternative of collecting it all through e.g. $10 (about £7.50 still) gives no profit to the county (we still have 

costs) and is less desirable since income & number of tables not so certain without people paying in advance.  

         

 INCOME    COSTS    
BBO 
$10 60 players x £3.75 £225.00  TD   £90.00 

     MP Fee   £12.00 

  TOTAL £225.00 Per pair Prizes (£60, £40, £20) £120.00 

       TOTAL £222.00 

         

 INCOME    COSTS    
BBO 
$10 80 players x £3.75 £300.00  TD   £90.00 

     MP Fee   £12.00 

  TOTAL £300.00 Per pair Prizes (£80, £60, £40, £20) £200.00 

       TOTAL £302.00 



 

GREEN POINTED SWISS PAIRS 

If we charged $3 per player through BBO & additionally charged £10 per player to the KCBA Account, this is £12.50 per 

person compared to the normal £24. Then income and expenditure is (making profit) 

 INCOME    COSTS    

BBO $3 
120 players x 
£1.125 £58.50  TD   £180.00 

Kent 120 players x £10 £1,200.00  MP Fee   £240.00 

  TOTAL £1,258.50 Per pair Prizes 1st £160, 6 places £600.00 

    (Similar to LAST Swiss Pairs wih 33 tables)  

       TOTAL £1,020.00 

         

 

GREEN POINTED SWISS TEAMS 

The players set up their own matches, so no entry fee to pay there. Expect fewer tables 

If we charged £10 per player to the KCBA Account, this is £10 per person compared to the normal £24. Then income and 

expenditure is (break even) 

 INCOME    COSTS    

BBO $0   £0.00  TDs   £200.00 

Kent 80 players x £10 £800.00  MP Fee   £160.00 

  TOTAL £800.00 per team Prizes 
£100, £140, Asc 
£60 £300.00 

    (Similar to LAST Swiss Team with 20 tables) 

       TOTAL £660.00 

Perhaps we should charge £12.50 per player to be the same as the Swiss Pairs? 

Income then £1000 

 

CONGRESS REALLY EASY PAIRS 

Last year prizes were   1st £20,   2nd £10.  

Suggest we subsidise this event at $3 per person still. (24 boards) 

 

 

 

Stephen Brown 

9.7.2020 


